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        Hunger grips southern Africa as Zimbabwe declares drought a disaster    
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                By Nyasha Chingono HARARE (Reuters) – President Emmerson Mnangagwa on Wednesday declared Zimbabwe’s drought a national disaster and said the country needed more than $2 billion in aid to feed millions facing hunger. Mnangagwa’s statement follows similar announcements by Zambia in late February and Malawi in March, as drought induced by the El Nino global…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Hunger grips southern Africa as Zimbabwe declares drought a disaster        
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        Shares dented by US yields near 4-month high, earthquake hits Taiwan    
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                By Amanda Cooper LONDON (Reuters) – Global stocks eased on Wednesday in the face of rising bond yields, as investors assessed how much U.S. rates might fall this year, while a powerful earthquake in Taiwan raised concerns about possible disruptions to the vital chip-making industry. A string of robust U.S. data, coupled with a rise…            
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        Finnish police say bullying was motive for school shooting    
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                STOCKHOLM (Reuters) – Finnish police said on Wednesday the motive for a school shooting on the outskirts of Helsinki on Tuesday, in which one 12-year-old died, was bullying. “The suspect has said during interrogations that he was the target of bullying, and this information has also been confirmed in the preliminary investigation by the police,”…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Finnish police say bullying was motive for school shooting        
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        Iran vows revenge on Israel after Damascus embassy attack    
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                By Parisa Hafezi and Dan Williams DUBAI/JERUSALEM (Reuters) – Iran said on Tuesday it would take revenge on Israel for an airstrike that killed two of its generals and five military advisers at its embassy compound in Damascus, raising the risk of further escalation in conflict in the Middle East. The strike marked one of…            
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        Ex-soccer chief Rubiales handed court summons on return to Spain, source says    
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                MADRID (Reuters) – Luis Rubiales, the disgraced former Spanish soccer federation (RFEF) chief, was informed by police on his return to Spain on Wednesday that he was a suspect in a corruption probe and told to appear before a local court, a judicial source told Reuters. Rubiales, who has denied any wrongdoing, arrived in Madrid…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ex-soccer chief Rubiales handed court summons on return to Spain, source says        
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        Finland signs 10-year security pact with Ukraine, to step up military aid    
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                COPENHAGEN (Reuters) -Finland on Wednesday signed a 10-year security pact with Ukraine and will send it a further 188 million euros ($203 million) in military aid, Finnish President Alexander Stubb said after meeting Ukrainian counterpart Volodymyr Zelenskiy in Kyiv. The accord covers security cooperation and long-term support including backing for Ukraine’s defence and security against…            
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        EU condemns attack on Iran’s embassy in Damascus, urges restraint    
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The European Union on Wednesday condemned an airstrike on the Iranian embassy in Damascus on April 1 that killed seven people and called on countries in the region to show restraint. Iran blamed Israel for the attack, which killed two of its generals and five military advisers at its embassy compound in…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU condemns attack on Iran’s embassy in Damascus, urges restraint        
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        Factbox-What we know so far about the seven aid workers killed in Gaza by Israel    
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                (Reuters) -An Israeli airstrike on an aid convoy in Gaza on Monday killed seven workers from the charity World Central Kitchen including citizens of Australia, Britain, Poland. Israel said it mistakenly killed the aid workers and promised a full investigation. Here’s what we know about those killed. SAIFEDDIN ISSAM AYAD ABUTAHA, PALESTINIAN The 25-year-old Palestinian…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Factbox-What we know so far about the seven aid workers killed in Gaza by Israel        
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        Explainer-What are the security deals Ukraine is signing with allies?    
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                By Tom Balmforth and Yuliia Dysa KYIV (Reuters) – Finland on Wednesday became the eighth NATO member to sign a 10-year agreement on security cooperation with Ukraine, pledging to keep up its long-term support as the 25-month full-scale war with Russia drags on with no end in sight. WHAT ARE THESE SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS? The Group…            
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        Slovak PM Fico’s ally in tight presidential runoff with pro-west challenger    
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                By Jan Lopatka (Reuters) – Ivan Korcok, a pro-Western diplomat and former foreign minister, is hoping to ride a wave of support energised by his first-round victory to edge out government party candidate Peter Pellegrini in Slovakia’s presidential election run-off on Saturday. Korcok, 59, surprisingly won the first round two weeks ago over Pellegrini, 48,…            
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        Ugandan court upholds anti-LGBTQ law but says some rights infringed    
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                KAMPALA (Reuters) -Uganda’s constitutional court on Wednesday refused to annul or suspend an anti-LGBTQ law that includes the death penalty for certain same-sex acts, but voided some provisions it said are inconsistent with certain fundamental human rights. The legislation, adopted in May last year, is among the world’s harshest anti-gay laws and has drawn condemnation…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Ugandan court upholds anti-LGBTQ law but says some rights infringed        
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        Ukraine’s allies not giving enough air defence, minister says    
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                By Andrew Gray BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Ukraine’s partners are not providing enough air defence to protect against Russian missile attacks even though they have more than 100 Patriot systems in their own arsenals, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said on Wednesday. In an interview with Reuters, Kuleba said he would raise the issue of Patriot…            
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        UN observers wounded in Lebanon not hit by ‘direct or indirect fire’, peacekeepers say    
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                BEIRUT (Reuters) – The United Nations’ peacekeeping force in southern Lebanon said on Wednesday that an incident at the weekend in which three U.N. observers and their translator were wounded was not caused by “direct or indirect fire”. The four members of the U.N.’s technical observation mission in southern Lebanon were wounded as they were…            
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        Russia says new South Korean sanctions are ‘unfriendly’, will respond    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russia considers South Korea’s decision to impose sanctions against Russian individuals and entities as an “unfriendly” move and will respond in due course, Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said on Wednesday. South Korea has imposed sanctions against two Russian vessels which it says were carrying military cargo to North Korea. Seoul…            
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        Britain’s FTSE Smallcap index could disappear as deals heat up, analyst says    
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                By Anousha Sakoui LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s FTSE Smallcap index could cease to exist by 2028, Peel Hunt head of research Charles Hall estimated in a note on Wednesday, if the pace of takeovers in London’s stock market continues alongside a dearth of initial public offerings. WHY IT IS IMPORTANT Policymakers are trying to draw…            
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        Five people feared dead in chemical factory blast in India – NDTV    
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                NEW DELHI (Reuters) – At least five people were feared to be dead and several others trapped after a blast at a chemical factory in southern India’s Telengana state on Wednesday, broadcaster NDTV reported.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Five people feared dead in chemical factory blast in India – NDTV        
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        Nine dead in Taiwan’s strongest earthquake in 25 years, 50 missing    
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                By Yimou Lee and Fabian Hamacher HUALIEN, Taiwan (Reuters) -Taiwan’s biggest earthquake in at least 25 years killed nine people on Wednesday, injuring more than 900, while 50 hotel workers were missing en route to a national park, authorities said, as rescuers used ladders to bring others to safety. Television broadcast images of buildings tilted…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Nine dead in Taiwan’s strongest earthquake in 25 years, 50 missing        
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        Lack of immunity raises risk of bird flu pandemic, EFSA says    
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                By Sybille de La Hamaide PARIS (Reuters) – The EU’s Food Safety Agency (EFSA) warned on Wednesday of a large-scale bird flu pandemic if the virus becomes transmissible between people as humans lack immunity against the virus. This comes a day after Texas reported that the H5N1 strain of avian influenza, commonly known as bird…            
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        Former French PM Philippe’s mayoral office searched in corruption probe – source    
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                By Juliette Jabkhiro PARIS (Reuters) -French police on Wednesday searched the mayoral offices of former French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe as part of a preliminary probe into possible corruption and financial wrongdoings, a judicial source said on Wednesday. Philippe, the mayor of Le Havre who is widely seen as a potential candidate to succeed Emmanuel…            
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        Protesters seeking hostages’ release smear paint in Israeli parliament    
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                JERUSALEM (Reuters) – A group of Israelis demanding their government do more to free hostages held by Hamas in Gaza protested in parliament on Wednesday with some smearing paint on the partition between the visitors’ gallery and the plenum. “Now! Now!” they chanted at lawmakers below, leaving the glass streaked with yellow – the colour…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Protesters seeking hostages’ release smear paint in Israeli parliament        
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